Objectives: We propose a theoretical framework for the behavioral modulation of pain based on constructivism, positing that task engagement, such as listening for errors in a musical passage, can establish a construction of reality that effectively replaces pain as a competing construction. Graded engagement produces graded reductions in pain as indicated by reduced psychophysiological arousal and subjective pain report.
Methods: Fifty-three healthy volunteers having normal hearing participated in 4 music listening conditions consisting of passive listening (no task) or performing an error detection task varying in signal complexity and task difficulty. During all conditions, participants received normally painful fingertip shocks varying in intensity while stimulus-evoked potentials (SEP), pupil dilation responses (PDR), and retrospective pain reports were obtained.
Results: SEP and PDR increased with increasing stimulus intensity. Task performance decreased with increasing task difficulty. Mixed model analyses, adjusted for habituation/sensitization and repeated measures within person, revealed significant quadratic trends for SEP and pain report (P change <0.001) with large reductions from no task to easy task and smaller graded reductions corresponding to increasing task difficulty/complexity. PDR decreased linearly (P change <0.001) with graded task condition. We infer that these graded reductions in indicators of central and peripheral arousal and in reported pain correspond to graded increases in engagement in the music listening task.
Discussion: Engaging activities may prevent pain by creating competing constructions of reality that draw on the same processing resources as pain. Better understanding of these processes will advance the development of more effective pain modulation through improved manipulation of engagement strategies.
Key Words: music, analgesia, distraction, psychophysiology, experimental (Clin J Pain 2012;28:418-427) P ain is a complex, unpleasant sensory and emotional somatic awareness normally associated with tissue trauma. Behavioral methods for modulating pain such as distraction have proven successful in both clinical and experimental settings but often with limited effect and with significant differences in benefit from individual to individ-ual. The mechanisms by which distraction reduces pain are poorly understood. In this study, we used a theoretical framework for cognitive modulation of pain using the concept of engagement, positing that performing a highly engaging task can markedly alter the cognitive-emotional aspects of pain, and that graded engagement will produce graded reductions in pain as reflected in diminished psychophysiological arousal and subjective report.
STUDIES ON COGNITIVE PROCESSING OF PAIN AND DISTRACTION
Studies of distraction for pain relief have a long history marked by inconsistent methods and findings. Lack of a guiding theory for distraction limits this literature, and attempts to grade distraction effects have been crude. Results vary depending on whether pain is acute, chronic, or experimental, the type of distractor used, and the outcomes measured. In 3 studies using cold pressor pain, one found no pain reduction using a reaction time task, 1 another using immersive video goggles reported decreased pain and unpleasantness ratings, 2 and a third using mental arithmetic had mixed results. 3 Burn patients demonstrated pain reduction with virtual-reality immersion 4 and sensory focusing. 5 Studies evaluating distraction for pain reduction using functional brain imaging (functional magnetic resonance imaging), magnetoencephalography, and sensoryevoked potentials have found increased cerebral blood flow in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) during distraction 6 and decreases in other limbic areas, 7 but conflicting SEP findings. 8 Fear of pain, 9 catastrophizing, 10 and motivation for task performance 11 also may play an important role in determining the effectiveness of distraction for pain reduction, potentially interfering with pain reduction effects by influencing the ability to perform distracting tasks. 12, 13 Recent studies investigating the bidirectional effect of attention demanding tasks on pain and pain on task performance support the idea that pain and cognitive processing share the same brain resources. 14, 15 Other evidence suggests pain shares resources with emotional processes as well. 16 Taken together, this literature suggests that attentional and emotional demands compete with the same resources that noxious stimulation requires for producing awareness of pain.
DEVELOPMENT OF A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR ENGAGEMENT
We propose that highly engaging activities may prevent pain by creating competing constructions of reality that draw on the same processing resources. We define "engagement" in the framework of constructivism, an area of consciousness research, as a dynamical, complex process of constructing models of reality in consciousness, with pain being one such model. 17 Constructivism, originating largely with the work of Piaget, 18 has become a viable perspective in the study of consciousness. In the constructivist view, consciousness does not passively represent the external environment and the body; rather, it actively and continuously constructs and revises a model of the body and the external world. This construction process draws upon preconsciously processed sensory, memory, and emotional input. The brain continuously forms and reforms short-lived perceptual wholes from arrays of incoming information.
The process of constructing consciousness is dynamic and complex. The available construction materials include schemata-normally nonconscious patterns of concepts or affects and associations that reflect a person's past experience and influence as well as expectations for the present and future. 19 A schema may be associated with immediate sources of physiological stimulation (sensory experience), immediate cognitive and affective productions, other schemata produced in imagination, and other schemata stored in memory. Most schemata are short lived because the constant changes of dynamic perception overwrite the neural representations before they have a chance to consolidate. However, some are learned, that is, they survive indefinitely in memory. Learned schemata, such as memory for familiar tunes, are readily available for recall, and certain sensory events or other schemata can act as triggers for a particular schema.
Distraction models derive from the construct of attentional resource allocation. 20 Essentially, distraction comprises the shifting allocation of attentional resources from one focus to another. Distraction studies typically report observations of behavior (with some brain imaging evidence of corresponding changes in regions of neuroanatomical activation) without offering critical insights about underlying psychological mechanisms. At the end of the day, pain researchers need to understand the nature of distraction to manipulate it effectively. We view distraction as one component within an overarching constructivist framework. Constructivism offers a richer basis for understanding, allowing us to introduce the construct of engagement as an organizing principle.
In the constructivist framework, how can a contextually rich, dynamic, and complex experience (ie, an engaging activity) influence the perception of pain? A key concept is that processing limitations constrain the conditions for the construction of momentary consciousness. Using the metaphor of a theater stage for the focus of consciousness, only a few actors (schemata) can occupy the stage at a given moment, and their interaction against the background determines the meaning of the play. 21 The brain samples selectively and self-organizes what it will use to construct an immediate reality. Attention is a part of this process, directing the focus of ongoing construction and governing the rate at which the brain either shifts or fixates the reality that it constructs. The presence of an elaborate construction on the stage of awareness, and the active sustaining of this construction, prevents the formation of competing patterns of awareness. As pain, similar to every other aspect of awareness, is a construction, the brain can modulate the entry of nociceptive signals from tissue trauma into consciousness (strictly speaking, it modulates the schemata related to those signals). It will do this because it is engaged fully in constructing some immediate alternate "scene" that requires the assembling and sustaining of other, elaborate schemata, such as those necessary for processing music.
The constructivist position on nonpharmacological analgesia thus differs substantially from models of attention resource allocation and distraction. The distraction model assumes that pain is a fully formed perception and that a competing perception or task pulls the participant away from pain. The participant directs limited attention resources to a competing perception or task, putting pain in the background. The constructivist position asserts that pain cannot form as a complete perception because there are ongoing constraints on the construction of pain when the participant is fully engaged in a competing construction. Pain becomes at best an adumbration, not a vivid awareness. The key to successful pain control is not the "pull" of the distractor, but rather the degree of engagement the participant is able to produce. Engagement, then, is the ability of the participant to construct a vivid arena of focused awareness and to sustain that construction through task performance for a prolonged period of time.
Given that successful engagement requires a "contextually rich, dynamic and complex experience," what activities might meet the requisite conditions? Listening to music offers a rich environment for cognitive, emotional, and even spiritual satisfaction for many people. 22 The history of the use of music for pain relief is long and reveals mixed results. Music is effective for reducing pain, but the effect is small and varies considerably depending on many factors. 23 Although research on music analgesia almost uniformly fails to identify a mechanism for effect, most investigators assume that music acts as a distraction, thereby reducing perceived pain. 24 Other research has shown that pleasant emotions evoked by music reduce pain. 25 We hold that listening to music can have analgesic benefit for listeners if they can fully construct and sustain the musical experience, and thus impede the construction of pain. Potential determinants of degree of music engagement may include the complexity of the musical structure, the difficulty of identifying and tracking musical features such as melody, familiarity, and preference, and other stable features unique to the individual listener.
The constructivist framework bridges pain research to research on music cognition and emotion. A constructivist framework has been used to describe the way in which emotional responses to complex and familiar music might arise from processing schemata of musical structure and expectancy generation. 26 In this framework, music listening consists of detecting and interpreting patterns in sensory input on many levels: unique frequency discriminations, event durations, and complex acoustical characteristics, which activate networks of learned associations. These associations, or schemata, allow the listener to construct musical images, process musical structure, and generate expectancies. Numerous studies have addressed components of this process including the acquisition of tonality, 27 melody, 28 rhythmic structure, 29 and expectancy formation. 30 This body of research suggests that music provides an optimal medium for developing a constructivist approach to pain control.
STUDY OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this study was to demonstrate rigorously that engagement in a music listening task alters the psychophysiological arousal that normally accompanies the perception of painful events in a graded manner depending on level of engagement. The music listening task required patients to construct an auditory experience, fit sensory input to musical schemata, and identify subtle aberrations in goodness of fit, such as pitch variants, as they occur. This requires processing of complex auditory input and sustained attention in the task. When the music task is complex, patients must effectively organize their perceptual and cognitive resources to activate and integrate the relevant schemata and perform the task successfully. Noxious signaling occurring during task performance, requiring the activation and integration of schemata relevant to pain, will fail to penetrate consciousness when the brain is fully engaged in constructing and sustaining the music task. However, if the auditory input lacks complexity, fewer resources are required to activate the necessary musical schemata. Engagement theory would predict that such a condition provides little interference to the entry of noxious signaling into consciousness. We predicted that performing a highly engaging listening task would reduce the psychophysiological arousal associated with painful stimulation and that the greater the signal complexity and task difficulty, the greater the reduction in that arousal. The ability to engage in listening tasks, and thus the degree to which the task may interfere with the arousal response to noxious stimulation, will vary from person to person depending on ability to absorb oneself in an activity. Emotion has been shown to affect attentional mechanisms regarding pain and may play a role in how well a person can engage in the task. 31 Specifically, anxiety as a persistent characteristic of the person, or state anxiety related to the test environment, may influence the level of engagement. 32 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
We recruited 53 participants from the University of Utah campus and surrounding community, 21 female and 32 male. The participants were 18 years or older, healthy, not using psychoactive or blood pressure medication, and had normal hearing as confirmed by audiometric testing (Earscan audiometer). Volunteers consented to participate according to the University of Utah Institutional Review Board-approved protocol and in accordance with the ethical standards established in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. The participants were compensated for their time spent in the study. Four participants failed to complete the study, 3 due to equipment and software failure and 1 due to inability to perform the task.
Design
This study used a multivariate repeated measures design with 2 within-subjects manipulated factors. Participants experienced 4 conditions, No Task, Easy Task, Moderate Task, and Hard Task. The conditions increased in a graded manner in task difficulty and complexity from simple/easy to complex/hard. Condition order was counterbalanced across participants.
Experimental Conditions
Participants experienced a total of 9 blocks of 24 trials each. Task condition blocks were repeated and No Task blocks occurred 3 times. To provide a control for habituation effects, No Task blocks were always presented in positions 1, 5, and 9, with Task blocks presented at positions 2 to 4 and 6 to 8 with orders randomized across participants. Each block consisted of a test window during which music played while the participant received a total of 24 stimulus trials. Noxious fingertip stimuli occurred at 3 intensity levels varying in random order with equal numbers of trials delivered over each block. The intertrial interval for stimuli varied randomly from 8 to 11 seconds.
Music Listening Task
We operationalized the manipulation of engagement using a music listening task that varied on 2 dimensions: structural complexity of the auditory signal and difficulty of the listening task. The music listening tasks were constructed to produce a linear variation from minimum engagement to maximum engagement. The music listening conditions consisted of an auditory analog to the familiar visual figure-ground perceptual challenge (Fig. 1 ). The auditory figure comprised a familiar melody (eg, "Twinkle, twinkle, little star") presented at a rate of 1 tone per second. The background comprised 2 series of random tones varying over a 6-semitone range and sounding either above or below the frequency range of the melody. Background tones occurred at twice the rate of the melody tones. Melody tones were selected at random to either deviate by 12 semitones (one octave) from the normally occurring pitch frequency or to be omitted. The listening task was to track the melody and identify deviant tones while ignoring omitted tones.
Adjusting the frequency distance between the melody and background varied the task difficulty. Pilot tests found that positioning the background ± 12 semitones from the melody or adjacent to the frequency range of the melody provided the most consistent contrast between task conditions. Thus, we defined 3 task conditions. In the Easy Task condition, participants heard the melody alone (without background). This condition had low signal complexity and the listening task was easy to perform as the melody was easy to track without a background and deviant tones could be clearly distinguished as occurring in a pitch range higher or lower than the melody. In the Moderate and Hard Task conditions, participants heard the melody against the background of random tones sounding ± 12 semitones (Moderate Task) or adjacent (Hard Task) to the melody. These conditions represented moderate and high signal complexity, respectively. These tasks became more difficult as they required that participants track the melody against a background and deviant tones occurred either in a separate pitch range (Moderate Task) or were embedded in the same pitch range as the background (Hard Task). During the No Task control condition, the background tones were played without a melody and participants did not perform a task.
Manipulating the loudness of the melody relative to the background provided an effective way to adjust for individual differences in task performance ability. During pretest training, we optimized the loudness adjustments so that participants achieved 95% task performance in the moderate (background ± 12 semitones from the melody) condition. We applied Fletcher-Munson corrections to the frequency amplitudes to assure equal loudness across the entire frequency range (similar to pressing the loudness toggle on a stereo system). Auditory signals were delivered free-field over a loudspeaker positioned in front of the participant. To assure that participants were familiar with the test melody, could easily recall and track it, and had an expressed preference for it, we asked each participant to select a single-favored tune from a set of simple children's songs.
Dolorimetry
We delivered safe but noxious stimuli to laboratory stimulation of participants using a modified version of a standard laboratory pain stimulation technology. 33 As a fingertip electrode, we used a standard prick lancetter (Bayer No. 170400 B03) having a 1-mm triangular tip, which we inserted in the stratum corneum of a fingertip on the participant's nondominant hand. A stimulus trial consisted of a 5 millisecond square wave constant current pulse delivered to the fingertip by a Grass S-44 stimulator and a stimulus isolation unit connected in series. Stimulus levels for testing were established for each participant, based on the participant's pain threshold and tolerance. To establish pain threshold and tolerance, we stimulated the fingertip with gradually increasing stimulus intensity and asked participants to indicate the point at which they first felt slight pain and the point at which they did not wish to receive higher intensity stimulation. This procedure was repeated twice or more, as needed, to achieve consistent reports from participants. We identified pain threshold as the intensity at which the participant first consistently reported slight pain, and pain tolerance as the maximum intensity the participant was willing to tolerate. Using the range in current values obtained from threshold to tolerance, we set 3 stimulus levels: 20%, 50%, and 80% of pain tolerance for low, medium, and high stimulus, respectively.
Psychophysiological Data Collection
Changes in electroencephalographic (EEG) and pupil diameter data streams, time-locked with stimulus onsets provided indicators of psychophysiological responses to noxious events. During an experimental session, EEG data were collected continuously from a single high impedance electrode placed at vertex (Cz) using an ActiveTwo highresolution biopotential EEG acquisition system (BioSemi Instrumentation, Amsterdam, Netherlands). This system provides 24-bit analog-to-digital conversion per channel with exceptional common-mode rejection and dynamic range. The conditioned signal was sampled at 1024 Hz. Single trial epochs were selected from the data stream at 100 milliseconds prestimulus and 500 milliseconds For each participant, a grand average of single trials was inspected to locate pilot latencies for identifying negative (N150) and positive (P250) EEG peaks. We manually inspected each single trial to identify the local minimum negative and maximum positive amplitude peaks proximal to the corresponding pilot latencies. The peak-topeak amplitudes provided single trial stimulus-evoked potential (SEP) values for subsequent analysis. Single trial pupil dilation response (PDR) amplitudes were obtained from the continuous pupil diameter data collected using an iView X pupillometry system (SensoMotoric Instruments, Needham, MA) sampled at 256 Hz. An in-house software system built in LabView (National Instruments, Austin, TX) identified and removed eye blinks with interpolation. Identifying single trials as the segment beginning at 500 milliseconds before and continuing 2 seconds after a stimulus event, we obtained grand averages for each participant and identified pilot peak latencies corresponding to the peak (usually around 1250 ms) and a baseline latency before the response (typically within 500 ms after the stimulus). PDR amplitude was calculated from the difference between the peak and baseline measurements.
Outcome Measures
Psychophysiological arousal indicators served as the primary outcome measures of response to painful stimulation. SEP and PDR provided indicators of central nervous system (CNS) and peripheral sympathetic nervous system responses to noxious stimulation, respectively. Participants reported worst, least, and average pain experienced during the immediately preceding set of 8 trials using a 0 to 10 scale (0 = no pain, 10 = pain equal to predetermined pain tolerance). For each report type in each block, participants provided 3 reports. As individual subblocks of 8 trials did not have equal numbers of trials for each of the 3 stimulus levels (although equal within task), we aggregated reports across blocks within task condition. This yielded 3 pain reports per task condition for each pain report type.
The Tellegen Absorption Scale (TAS) and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI-State and STAI-Trait) yielded secondary outcomes that could potentially clarify individual differences in ability to engage in a task. The TAS is a validated measure assessing openness to absorbing experiences as a personality trait. 34 The STAI scales are well-validated measures of present anxiety and persistent anxiety as a personality characteristic, respectively. 35 As a manipulation check for task difficulty, we recorded accuracy (number of correct detections-number of false alarms) and response time measures in each block.
Study Procedures
Before testing, participants practiced the easy music listening task until they achieved 100% performance. They then practiced the moderate and hard tasks, while adjusting the melody and background sound levels, until achieving 85% and 70% performance criteria, respectively. We then established pain threshold and tolerance and set stimulus intensity levels. During testing, participants experienced 9 blocks of test trials varying by condition. Each block comprised 24 stimulus trials. In task conditions, participants verbally reported deviant tones as quickly and accurately as possible while ignoring missing tones. During the control condition blocks, participants heard background tones playing but did nothing. A pause in stimulations and sounds occurred after every 8 trials during which participants were prompted to report their worst, least, and average level of pain. Within each test block, 24 fingertip shocks occurred with 8 shocks delivered at each current intensity (low, medium, and high) in random order, providing a total of 48 trials per task condition and 72 trials for the control condition. Participants rated their engagement at the end of each test block.
Data Analysis
To investigate the effects of the music task manipulation, we initially modeled, for each measure, music complexity as a categorical factor with 4 levels, along with stimulus intensity, a categorical factor with 3 levels. As a control for possible habituation or sensitization through the course of the experiment, we included trial index as a quantitative covariate and allowed individual variation in this temporal relationship as a random effect. The coefficient of linear trial represents the expected change in the dependent variable per trial, conditional on all other explanatory variables. Individuals with negative trial coefficients display habituation, whereas individuals with positive coefficients display sensitization. To control for lack of independence in repeated measures on the same individuals, we also included a random subject intercept effect, which was allowed to correlate with the habituation/ sensitization effect. The resulting mixed effect models can be expressed as
where m is the population intercept, b 0i is the intercept for subject i, X ij is the fixed effect of the j th Task condition, Z ik is the fixed effect of the k th stimulus level, t is the t th trial, b i is the habituation/sensitization regression coefficient for subject i, b is the vector of population mean regression coefficients, C is the unstructured covariance matrix of the b 0i and b 1i random effects, and E ijkt is random error, with mean zero and variance s 2 .
Although the factor categorical model provides the best possible fit to the data, it does not allow direct evaluation of the key hypothesis concerning the rank ordering of the music complexity conditions. For this purpose, we conducted a trend analysis within the mixed effects framework similar to the model above, but treating task as a quantitative covariate. The best-fitting model is categorical, equivalent to a cubic polynomial fit for task complexity. Linear and quadratic models necessarily fit more poorly, but may well approximate the cubic fit and also yield interpretable tests of order. To evaluate the trend components, we examined 2 indices of fit. P (approximation) is the P value for the null hypothesis that the reduced trend fits as well as the categorical model (cubic trend). We regard a high P value for this statistic as evidence that the reduced trend adequately approximates the categorical model and the observed pattern of means. P (change) is the P value for the null hypothesis that the fit of the higher trend is no better than that of the lower trend. The most appropriate model is therefore one with a significant P (change) and nonsignificant P (approximation) . Parameter estimates for the most appropriate model for each measure can then be interpreted in terms of order predictions. In linear models, negative slope coefficients correspond to predicted ordering with task complexity. In quadratic models, the linear coefficient corresponds to the instantaneous slope at the zero point of the No Task condition, with the quadratic coefficient modifying how the slope changes at other task levels according to the first derivative b 1 +2b 2 X, where X is the coded task complexity and b 1 and b 2 are the linear and quadratic coefficients, respectively. Model comparisons were conducted with likelihood ratio tests of the maximum-likelihood deviance statistics for the nested models. All models were analyzed with SPSS 18 (IBM Corporation, Somers, NY) and SAS 9.2 Proc Mixed (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). Significance of factor and covariate effects was evaluated under maximum-likelihood using F tests and Satterthwaite denominator degrees of freedom.
RESULTS
The average age of participants was 26.5 years ( ± 1.33 y) ( Table 1 ). With the exception of 2 participants for STAI-Trait and 3 for STAI-State, all scores were below a reported threshold for low anxiety of 45. 36 With 1 exception, TAS scores fell within reported ranges. 37, 38 Table 2 shows raw means and standard deviations for each psychophysiological measure by stimulus level and task condition. All measures increased with increasing stimulus level and generally decreased with increasing order of task. Pain reports showed similar patterns, increasing with stimulus level and generally decreasing with increasing order of task condition. Task performance measures showed a linear decrease with increasing task difficulty, indicating the manipulation of engagement in terms of task difficulty varied consistently in a graded manner across condition.
The full model test of SEP yielded significant differences for stimulus level (P<0.001) and task (P<0.001), as well as the habituation/sensitization effect (P<0.001). The test of the linear and quadratic trends showed significant reduction in SEP with increasing task difficulty/complexity, with the quadratic trend providing a better fit to the full model. The likelihood ratio test of approximation to the full model yielded a P approximation value of 0.322 for the quadratic compared with P<0.001 for the linear trend (larger P is better) ( Table 3 ). As indicated by the size and sign of the slope coefficients b 1 and b 2 , SEP decreases rapidly from No Task to Easy Task then changes more gradually with each successive task level (Fig. 2) .
We evaluated variation in PDR with a similar full mixed effect model to test fixed effects of stimulus level, task, and their interaction, adjusting for habituation/sensitization over trials and repeated measures over trials while allowing for individual differences in the intercepts and rate of habituation/sensitization. Significant differences emerged for stimulus level (P<0.001) and task (P<0.001). Habituation/ sensitization also proved significant (P = 0.01). The test of the linear and quadratic trends showed the linear trend provided the best fit to the full model (P approximation = 0.795 vs. 0.777) ( Table 3 ). The slope coefficient indicates a linear reduction in PDR with increasing task difficulty/ complexity ( Fig. 3) .
Of the 3 subjective pain reports, worst pain proved most responsive to manipulations of task and therefore we only evaluated the full model and trends for worst pain.
The full mixed effect model tested the fixed effects of mean stimulus current, serving as proxy for stimulus level as the pain ratings measured aggregated responses to multiple stimulus levels. Task but not stimulus current proved significant (P<0.001 and 0.348, respectively). The quadratic trend provided a better fit to the full model (P approximation = 0.320 vs. <0.001) ( Table 3 ). The coefficients indicate a reduction in worst pain that begins sharply from the No Task to Easy Task condition and continues more gradually thereafter (Fig. 4) .
The measures of absorption and state and trait anxiety failed to improve model fits. This indicates that these indicators of individual differences did not contribute significantly to the variation in responses across task conditions. Thus, we did not analyze these measures further.
DISCUSSION
We investigated whether performing a music listening task of increasing difficulty and complexity produces graded reductions in indicators of arousal and pain report accompanying noxious stimulation. Performing the listening task resulted in less reported pain and smaller SEP and PDR, with the size of reductions increasing with increasing level of task difficulty and complexity. Although we predicted linear reductions according to ordered task levels, this prediction held only for PDR. For both SEP and pain report, we found a curvilinear relationship, with the largest reduction in responses occurring between No Task and Easy Task and reductions of decreasing size as task levels increased from easy to moderate to hard. On reflection, this finding does not seem particularly surprising. Task performance measures indicated that the task became progressively more difficult corresponding to the designed ordering of task conditions. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the distances from one level to the next could not be carefully equilibrated. It seems reasonable to expect that the largest difference might occur from performing No Task while hearing random musical stimuli played, and both hearing a structurally organized melodic phrase and attempting to detect deviant tones in the phrase. Perhaps levels might be found that would subdivide the distance from No Task to Easy Task and thus define a more linear progression in the response vectors. For instance, passively listening to a melody played without performing the detection task might result in smaller response reductions than those found for the Easy Task. wTask difficulty/complexity modeled as a categorical factor (equivalent to a cubic trend). zÀ2 times the log likelihood of maximum likelihood solution. yP value for the null hypothesis that the fit of the higher-order model is not better than (ie, that the deviance is equal to) that of the lower-order model. 8P value for the null hypothesis that the fit of the reduced model is as good as (ie, that the deviance is equal to) that of the full model. Higher values are better. zBest fitting models are indicated in bold typeface. PDR indicates pupil dilation responses; SEP, stimulus-evoked potentials.
FIGURE 2. Mean a stimulus-evoked potential changes due to varying task conditions. a Estimated marginal means and 95% confidence intervals adjusted to allow for repeated measures within participants. The finding that the PDR had a linear relationship with task whereas SEP was quadratic is of interest. Pupil dilation has proven to be a reliable indicator of attentional load. 39 As such, it might more closely track changes in attention to the stimulus. The changes in response to the single dimension of attention may be more equivalent from one task level to the next. Changes in the SEP, an indicator of overall CNS arousal, tend to reflect a summation of cortical activity. Thus, as SEP reflects the change in total activity from one condition to the next, the change from No Task to Easy Task represents a larger change in total activity than the change from easy to moderate to hard tasks.
It is interesting note that the pattern of change in pain report corresponds more closely to that of the SEP than to the PDR in its relation to ordered task level change. Similar to SEP, pain report may represent a summary response to the brain's overall activity during noxious stimulation and during changes in activity level due to task performance. Thus, as with SEP, pain report reflects the larger additive effects of No Task compared with Task.
Alternative explanations for these results could be made. A noxious stimulus produces an orienting response. 40 Perhaps the deviant tones heard during task conditions produced an orienting response as well that could compete with that produced by the noxious stimulus. This explanation is unlikely as deviant tones would be most salient, producing the strongest orienting response and the largest interference with stimulus responses, during the Easy Task that had no background tones. This effect should be strongest for PDR as an indicator of attention. Rather, PDR was largest for Easy Task compared with Moderate and Hard Task conditions. Although research on effects of music on pain has suggested that positive emotional responses generated by music listening could be responsible for pain reduction, 25 we doubt this explanation holds for our task. In fact, some participants reported they found the task somewhat unpleasant or boring. Nevertheless, task performance can elicit a strong desire to do well in some persons. Motivation to pursue a goal, particularly an important one, has been shown to reduce capture of attention by painful events. 41 Appetitive motivation may activate descending pain inhibitory pathways. 42 Evidence suggests that cognitive distraction tasks during noxious stimulation increase activity in the periacqueductal gray region of the midbrain, an area associated with inhibition of sensory processing of noxious signals. 43 Taken together, these studies suggest a mechanism that combines task attention and motivation toward a goal with activation of the descending pain inhibitory pathway. 44 We have conceptualized engagement as incorporating motivation and attention as factors that contribute to the constructivist framework but that they are not sufficient in themselves to account for the effects. We suggest that it is the experience of performing the task, that is, task engagement, that provides the alternative to and competes with the experience of pain. Motivation may intensify the engagement experience, and maintaining focus of course requires attentional resources. However, motivation and attention are modifiers of the experience itself, which varies autonomously. It is the ongoing dynamic construction of musical schemata that defines this experience, and which disrupts the very formation of the competing pain schemata.
We have proposed engagement as a concept that incorporates the multidimensional activity responsible for constructing reality schemata. CNS arousal as measured by SEP and attentional load as measured by PDR provide 2 possible indicators of the levels of activity required to generate these schemata. In this study, we have shown that changes in these measures reflect changes in activity related to central representations of pain. Reductions in these indicators are inversely related to increased engagement in alternative representations, and the degree of reduction provides an indicator of degree of change in engagement. In the study, participants first engage in experiencing noxious stimulation without competing processing (the No Task control), producing elevated values on these indicators. They then engage in performing music listening tasks of varying difficulty and complexity, with corresponding reductions in the indicators. As the measures are time locked with stimulus events, they provide indication of level of engagement in pain schema production, rather than production of the competing task schema. It would be of interest to devise a reverse paradigm that evaluated change in task performance resulting from noxious stimulation. Crombez et al 45, 46 performed a series of behavioral studies investigating the disruptive effects of painful stimuli on task performance, attributing these effects to change in attentional demands. A psychophysiological study paradigm that provides for multidimensional tasks having graded levels and that can evaluate the effects of task on pain and pain on task may prove useful for revealing in more detail how engagement relates to the cognitive processes involved in pain.
An emerging view of brain activity networks suggests that areas active during the experiencing of pain overlap significantly with areas involved in cognitive processing (eg, ACC, orbitofrontal and prefrontal cortex) 14, 15 and emotional arousal (eg, insula, pregenual ACC, amygdala). 15 As our study shows, arousal due to noxious stimulation decreases with ordered increases on the dimensions of task difficulty and complexity. We suggest that increasing the dimensionality of a competing activity will increase the cognitive and emotional resources allocated to that activity relative to those allocated to processing pain. Thus, increasing engagement in a competing activity can reduce engagement in the production of pain. Admittedly, the auditory stimuli used in this study were of very limited dimensionality. As this study represented a first step toward demonstrating graded effects corresponding to graded conditions in a music listening task, we limited the musical selections to very simple melodies that were highly overlearned by participants. This assured us that participants could easily call up the schemata required to readily perform the task. The contextual manipulation of random background tones gave us the ability to carefully control the task difficulty within reasonably tight constraints. However, the resulting listening experience was contrived and did not represent the high dimensionality afforded in music listening experiences that might normally be described as enjoyable and engaging. Creating an activity in which persons can immerse themselves in emotionally arousing music in combination with an increasingly challenging listening effort would certainly involve more cognitive and emotional processing than required in this study, and thus provide greater engagement and greater reduction in pain-related arousal. Future studies can address the proposed multidimensional activities required to evaluate this conjecture.
